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wanting to unseed if ever mirror was a little more interactive when preparing in the morning? OpenGadgets has designed a small mode that is not only capable of giving more life to the mirror, but it can also be controlled with an Android phone. Mirror mode uses an IOIO micro-deaerator that lives behind a two-way mirror. IOIO board (pronunciation yo-yo!) Specially designed for use with Android gadgets,
the new robot, gadget or mod means you can control it from an app on your phone - an Arduino board is not so different, really. The microdealer connects to the 512-pixel screen placed behind the mirror. Everything communicates with your phone via Bluetooth. Once activated, you can stream low-resolution photos and videos to the mirror and also play a little more interactive games, such as using the
screen as a Magic 8 ball -- which is probably best to ask the mirror if you look good today! This interactive mirror is currently a prototype, so expect you will be able to do more in the future - perhaps one day you may suggest what color sweater you should wear with your favorite pants. At the moment, though, this would still be a pretty cool thing to show your friends next time you visit - especially if you go to
check themselves in the modded mirror, unaware of the screen behind ... To see a demonstration of the IOIO mirror, check out the video below:Your browser doesn't support iframes. [YouTube via Hacked Gadgets] Get more GeekTech: Twitter - Facebook - RSS | Tip: When you buy something after clicking the links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, read our affiliate link
policy. Photo posted on 6/18/2018 Photo source: CPSCThe Uttermost Company of Rocky Mount, Va., is calling back nearly 17,000 mirrors and art &amp; wall décor. Breaking the hanging hardware and allowing the décor to fall off, lying a danger of injury to spectators. The company has taken 13 reports of breaking hanging hardware and causing mirrors and wall décor to fall from the walls, including an
injury caused by a mirror falling and causing a tear to a consumer's leg. This recall includes a variety of mirrors, art and wall décor sold with adjustable j-hook hanging hardware. The recalled hardware has the back bottom of the j-hook and the hardware box with item 1703, 1704, 1705 or 1706. The recalled adjustable j-hooks are about 3.5 inches long and 0.75 inches wide. Made in China art and wall décor
sold at the Gallery. Sold. Mathis Brothers, Matter Brothers Furniture, RC Willey, Star Furniture stores and other stores nationwide and on 5thAvenueDesigns.com, Bellacor.com, Build.com, LampsPlus.com, Wayfair.com and other websites between June 2017 and March 2018, between $50 and $200. What to do Consumers need to immediately get the recalled décor from the wall and inspect the hanging
hardware to check the recalled metal adjustable j-hooks. If the décor has recalled metal adjustable j-hooks, do not hang the recalled décor again. With recalled metal adjustable j-hooks, consumers should contact Uttermost to get free replacement adjustable j-hooks with free shipping. Consumers can contact Uttermost 8 a.m to 5 p.m. (ET) Monday through Friday at 8 a.m. -5 p. (ET), via
owelch@uttermost.com or online email at www.uttermost.com, and click Recall Information at the bottom of the page for more information. Mirror use couldn't be simpler, and it couldn't be more useful. Simply put, this does what it does named - these mirrors copy a folder structure to another location to another location. After a folder structure (for example, My Documents and its entire subfolder) is initially
copied, only files that are added or modified are copied, which makes it very efficient, that is, fast. The Mirror interface is the only communication-like window with the Source, Destination, Help, and Mirror buttons. The first two buttons open the file communications that you define with what is backed up and where it is backed up. Click on the locations listed to the left and a window will open to them. Help is
open and Mirror calls backup. There are only three options: Synchronize the destination (remove files from the destination location that are not in the source location), Minimize (window while running), and Auto-output or output after you finish. The program worked well in my hands and can be called by a script. My only real complaint is that long location lists are cut (wrapped outside the view, actually). If
your backup needs can be fulfilled with a simple incremental copying procedure, this small utility will fit the bill. Note: This link takes you to the seller's site where you can download the latest version of the software.--Jon L. Jacobi Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. For more information, read our affiliate link policy. Jump to the main
content, we are behind this trend towards colorful pieces25 August 2016Ads can instantly make an area feel more open, reflect light to illuminate dark corners, stack a room with elegance... and add a pop of color? It's true-to read recently, mirrors have received a vibrant makeover, a rainbow color of pinktofa shades from blue, giving us another reason to include it into our décor. Choose a geometric design
for just a hint of a tone, antique version with a delicate splash of color, or smoky a mirror with glitter; How bright you want to go is up to you. Instead of just being one Place to check your hair before the door, each of these mirrors gives a work for typical art money. We've collected nine standout pieces; how stylish do you want to look at the gallery wall included? The mirror, the mirror on the wall, who's the
most elegant room? After you find the ideal wall mirror for your place, of course it could be you. Regardless of the decoration taste, a wall mirror can be a great addition to your room. An expression mirror can provide a decoration focal point on a fireplace or a large wall, or a smaller mirror can add a subtle lighting effect and showcase your personal style. Also, every good interior decorator knows that adding
a mirror can make a room look wider. There's a reason a circle-shaped mirror is classic. The simple outline of this basic shape, together with the reflective surface of the mirror, gives birth to a peaceful kind of meditation. Modern styles use a thin frame or no frame at all to emphasize this simpliability. The result is a minimalist dream decoration piece, ideal for creating a relaxed vibe that still feels
contemporary and stylish. On the other side of the buffalo, an ornate mirror turns an ordinary room into a swanky one. This can be especially effective in matching a metallic frame of other metals in the room, such as drawers or light fixtures. Ornate frames fit well in traditional areas, but can also be a peculia touch in a more modern setting. Protype: You can frame a mirror just like a picture. Buy a cheap
craft store mirror and frame separately to get this look at some of the price. With a mirror the size of a wall, it can make your space look twice as big. Play with reflections to enhance a décor color from a highlight wall or create more light by placing it opposite a window. Be sure to choose a large frame for the mirror to make sure it still looks like a real mirrored wall, not a decorative piece. This view will keep
contemporary and avoid any comparison for dance studios or physical education classes. KatarzynaBialasiewicz / Getty Images Propping a mirror against the wall is a great way to take advantage of the benefits of a mirror in a more comfortable way. It makes decorating something about the display technique look effortless, and you will appreciate less effort since hanging tools or a measuring tape are not
required. Also, even if you change your mind, it is easy to move through the room to get a perfect placement. If you want to illuminate a dark room, try a real interpretation of the idea and hang a stunning solar flare mirror. The mirror not only illuminates your room by reflecting light sources, but also dinges some of the warm subconscious emotions we get when we see images of a metaphorically glowing
sun. Cultures around the world have been adorned with sun motifs for thousands of years. Today's options include everything from delicate art deco inspired pieces with starry Expression mirrors for boasting large golden rays. Onzeg/Getty Images Wall mirrors can be used in the most modern of houses by making simple design tweaks. One of the best is to choose a non-traditional shape for wall mirrors.
Combine hexagonal mirrors to create an interesting honeycomb effect. To keep a contemporary look, it is to change the direction of the mirror, preferring thin frames and even frameless options for another unexpected technique for hanging in4mal/Getty Images wall mirrors. Try hanging a narrow mirror horizontally for a horizontal effect or hang a wider mirror vertically to extend the room. The mirror is also
not centered on the wall, this technique is especially effective; Try hanging a little higher or lower for an interesting look. Bulgac/Getty Images You would like to take advantage of the benefits of a mirror but would also like a colorful work of art such as a painting, print or tapestry, compromise by choosing an interesting frame for the mirror. No rule says metals should stick when choosing a mirror frame.
There are many colorful and patterned options that can raise the mirror into a museum-worthy piece. Artjafara/Getty Images If you are decorating a large space, try hanging multiple mirrors to create a gallery wall. By hanging the same color and mirror style, you can go for a symmetrical, elegant look, or choose different skins, colors, and styles for a more eclectic result. You can even mix framed family
portraits or other favorite photos. If you want to rent or just a damage-free hanging method, consider using hook-and-loop fasteners to hang by putting holes in the wall with a hammer and nail instead of light mirrors and framed photos. This also make it easier for you to change the layout of your gallery wall if you change your mind in the future. Aleksandra Zlatkovic / Getty Images If you have a fireplace or
fireplace in your house, the space on it is an important point for a stunning piece of décor. While many people hang their own television there or choose your favorite print, a mirror is also a great choice. A large mirror hangs above or creates a focal point for the room balanced on the fireplace and reflects light from a higher point of the room, the whole area feels lighter, brighter, and wider. Wide.
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